It has been suggested that social dynamics affect social learning but empirical support for this idea is scarce. Here we show that affiliate relationships among kin indeed enhance the performance of common ravens, Corvus corax, in a social learning task. Via daily behavioural protocols we first monitored social dynamics in our group of captive young ravens. Siblings spent significantly more time in close proximity to each other than did nonsiblings. We subsequently tested birds on a stimulus enhancement task in modeleobserver dyads composed of both siblings and nonsiblings. During demonstration the observer could watch the model manipulating one particular object (target object) in an adjacent room. After removing the model, the observer was confronted with five different objects including the former target object. Observers from sibling dyads handled the target object for significantly longer periods of time as compared with the other four available objects, whereas observers from nonsibling dyads did not show a preference for the target object. Also, siblings matched the model's decision to cache or not to cache objects significantly more often than did nonsiblings. Hence, siblings were likely to attend to both, the behaviour of the model (caching or noncaching) and object-specific details. Our results support the hypothesis that affiliate relations between individuals affect the transmission of information and may lead to directed social learning even when spatial proximity has been experimentally controlled for.
Social learning, i.e. learning that is influenced by observation of, or interaction with, other individuals or their products (Galef 1988; Heyes 1994) , has been found in a variety of animals including common ravens, Corvus corax (Fritz & Kotrschal 1999) . Social dynamics, the distribution of social interactions within a group, could be critical for the pattern and type of social learning and for the spread of new behaviours in a group (Coussi-Korbel & Fragaszy 1995; Fritz & Kotrschal 2002) .
Social dynamics may be characterized by social spacing and behavioural coordination in space and time (CoussiKorbel & Fragaszy 1995) . Social spacing has been defined as the 'differences in the frequency and degree of spatial proximity sought and tolerated between individuals' (Coussi-Korbel & Fragaszy 1995 , p. 1446 and behavioural coordination in space and time involves that 'an individual approaches the same site as another and engages in a similar activity simultaneously with the other at that site' (Coussi-Korbel & Fragaszy 1995 , p. 1443 . Therefore, the quality of social learning may vary between dyads depending on their social relations, whereby social dynamics may affect the salience of individuals for each other and the likelihood of preferential (Hatch & Lefebvre 1997) or directed social learning (Coussi-Korbel & Fragaszy 1995) . For preferential or directed social learning to occur it is necessary that animals live in socially structured groups (e.g. kin and nonkin, familiar and unfamiliar) to provide individuals with opportunities to choose from alternative sources of information (Hatch & Lefebvre 1997) . Furthermore, preferential or directed social learning indicates that particular models will be more influential for certain individuals than others (Coussi-Korbel & Fragaszy 1995; Laland 2004).
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